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Abstract
This action research investigated how integrating practical life exercises and self-regulation
lessons could foster emotion regulation in lower elementary children. Twenty First and Second
grade students in a public Montessori school participated in this four-week study. Quantitative
data tools included students’ feelings self-assessments, parent questionnaire, feelings check-in,
and tallies of student behavior. Qualitative tools included students’ feeling journals, my
observation journal, and children’s practical life reflection. Data analysis indicated that teaching
children to identify their feelings and offering choices of calm down activities in the practical life
area gave children the tools to recalibrate themselves. By the end of the study, an increasing
number of children checked in daily as feeling happy, calm, and focused. Introducing socialemotional lessons in September alongside classroom rules, routines, and expectations along with
calm down tools equips children with a preventative rather than remedial repertoire of tools to
emotionally regulate themselves to be successful learners for life.
Keywords: Practical Life, self-regulation, emotion regulation, Zones of Regulation, calm
down tools, elementary children
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Inclusion in the elementary classroom is crucial in meeting the diverse needs of children
today (Dubovoy, 2018). As more children with their unique learning differences enter the
Montessori classrooms, educators must be adept at helping children become successful learners
socially, emotionally and academically. The importance of social-emotional learning and student
success in school, work, and life has become increasingly imperative in recent years (Committee
for Children, 2016). As with learning reading, writing, and numeracy skills, self-regulation, an
aspect of social-emotional learning, also needs to be taught in all children (Committee for
Children, 2016). Research has shown that self-regulation skills should be taught in young
children to learn how to manage and respond to their own emotions and behaviors (Berkovits,
Eisenhower & Blacher, 2017). Furthermore, with emotion regulation, children learn to recognize
their emotions, choose an appropriate response, and apply emotion regulation skills to monitor
and adjust their actions and reactions accordingly. Learning and utilizing emotion regulation
strategies will empower children to have control over their emotions, thoughts, and actions.
When given the opportunity to develop and practice these skills, children learn to utilize calm
down strategies in their toolbox, allowing them to succeed in every facet of school and for the
rest of their lives.
An increasing number of elementary children are entering Montessori classrooms without
previous experience in the prepared environment (Chattin-Nichols, 2016). Instead of displaying
typical learner characteristics of six-year-olds, some children exhibit impulsivity, emotional
instability, outbursts and tantrums, high anxieties, social problems, and inability to focus and
complete work independently. Children with previous age three-to-six Montessori experience in
preschool, or Children's House, often experienced deep focus and concentration during their
work time and have inherently developed a strong foundation of self-discipline for their
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elementary years (Bettmann, 2015; Montessori, 1995). These children, normalized children in
Montessori's term, exhibit calmness, happiness, and a healthy, strong, and stable mental state of
health (Montessori, 1995). Moreover, normalized children can regulate themselves to maintain a
flow of work with minimal teacher direction (Pickering, 2004). Children who successfully
navigated classroom expectations are more likely to exhibit normalized behaviors in the future.
Addressing children's dire need to self-regulate, understand, and effectively manage their
emotions and behaviors is imperative for them to experience success in every aspect of their
lives (Wyman et al., 2010).
Learning concrete strategies to apply in escalating situations is essential for developing
children's emotion regulation (Wyman et al., 2010; Berkovits et al., 2017). Examples of
traditional calm down strategies include mindfulness breathing exercises, walking away from an
escalating situation, using a fidget, and having a quiet corner in the classroom. Often children are
redirected to use these strategies amid an outburst or meltdown. What if children had a toolbox
of interventions and strategies to use to prevent themselves from reaching an escalated emotional
state? Practical life activities are those thoughtfully designed activities that involve the hand and
brain in coordination. When coupled with the explicit teaching of self-regulation, these
purposeful activities serve as beneficial tools for children to recalibrate their emotions. Children
learn meaningful practical life activities designed to foster emotion regulation skills and develop
a repertoire of calming strategies necessary to self-monitor and recalibrate their emotions before
escalating to outbursts and meltdowns in the classroom.
The research was conducted in a Grade 1/2 Montessori classroom in a suburban public
school with twenty students, thirteen boys and seven girls. As children are generally redirected to
use calm down strategies during moments of emotional distress, the hope is that through learning
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emotion vocabulary and strategies to calm their mind and body, they will be better equipped to
self-monitor and recalibrate their feelings in the long run. Through calming practical life
exercises, children can utilize emotion-regulation tools to bring themselves to a happy and calm
state to be successful and ready learners at school.
Theoretical Framework
As this action research focused on fostering emotion regulation in elementary children,
the theoretical framework for this study was Maria Montessori's Planes of Development,
Normalization, and Normality. Montessori asserted that human beings grow, learn and develop
in four distinct periods, also known as the four planes of development (Montessori, 1995;
Association Montessori International, 2021). The first period infancy, from age zero to six, is
characterized by the presence of what Montessori termed the absorbent mind, where children
absorb everything in their environment (Montessori, 1995). The second plane of development,
childhood, is the period of reasoning and abstraction between the age of six and twelve. This
period is when children express themselves, develop a sense of right or wrong, are curious of the
world around them, and show empathy and love in working with others (Montessori, 1995;
Lloyd, 2008; American Montessori Society, 2021). In the second plane of development, children
diligently and joyfully accomplish their work, can "submit [themselves] to the régime of mental
work," (Montessori, 1995, p. 19) and can listen and learn from the teacher in a focused manner.
The third plane of development includes the adolescent period between age twelve to eighteen,
where adolescents develop more profound morality involving critical thinking, justice, and social
values. Finally, the fourth plane of development is the adult period between eighteen and twentyfour years, where young adults find their place in the world and contribute to the society they
belong to (American Montessori Society, 2021). Educators must support and guide children
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according to their plane of development in this monumental task of building a solid foundation in
their character and personality (Montessori, 1992).
The Montessori prepared environment is a carefully designed classroom laid out
sequentially to follow children according to their developmental needs and growth (Montessori,
1995; Montessori, 1992; American Montessori Society, 2021). Montessori strongly believed that
constructing the inner development of the child is fundamental before the age of six (Montessori,
1992; Montessori, 1995; Lloyd, 2008). As children engage in purposeful work in the prepared
environment, they undergo deep concentration, resulting in joy and peace in the classroom with
spontaneous discipline (Montessori, 1992; Montessori, 2007). The expression of normalization
differs in children, but is typically expressed by their love of work, deep concentration, sense of
order, and empathy towards others (Montessori, 1995; Montessori, 1992; Lloyd, 2008). As
children ages three to six grow on this path of transformation, they attain normality when they
enter the elementary classroom (Montessori, 1995; Lloyd, 2008). Normality is evident when
children "exhibit normal character traits in line with [their] whole personality" (Montessori,
1995, p. 204). Empowering children to reach normality is the single most important work in
education (Montessori, 1995). Normalized children exhibit the qualities of normalization in their
school and life, including "resilience, compassion, empathy, caring, love, task persistence,
competence, and problem solving" (Lloyd, 2008, p. 66). Fostering children’s inner being for the
development of the whole child is critical during the second plane of development for
establishing a calm, peaceful, and joyous Montessori environment.
The theory of normalization asserts that it is imperative to help children reach normality
for their success in school and life. Children in the second plane of development have the power
to make choices and exercise control over their behavior (Montessori, 1992; Murray, 2011).
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When children exhibit disorderly, unmotivated, emotional, or aggressive behavior, these are
often expressions of deviations and not the normality expected in lower elementary children
(Montessori, 2007; Lloyd, 2008). Deviating behaviors should be corrected in the first plane of
development to allow children's sense of moral development in the second period of life
(Montessori, 1995). When children's true personality is empowered to construct normally
through meaningful work in the Montessori classroom, a new child attaining normality appears, a
normalized child (Montessori, 1995). As a result, “the so-called bad qualities, together with the
good and the superior, all vanish" (Montessori, 1995, p. 202), and what remains is an expression
of children's true inner self. Educators must thus diligently guide children along their individual
path of development in their elementary years for their success in life.
The purpose of this action research was to explore how practical life exercises can be
integrated in a meaningful way to teach and foster emotion regulation skills to children in the
lower elementary classroom to empower them to reach normality during the second plane of
development. Practical life focuses on developing life skills for children to be independent,
balanced, and purposeful for school and life through meaningful and thoughtful exercises
(Bettmann, 2015). As such, Montessori's Planes of Development, Normalization, and Normality
best represent the lens to examine this action research.
Literature Review
The purpose of this literature review was to examine how practical life exercises can be
integrated with the explicit teaching of self-regulation skills to promote emotion regulation in
children in the lower elementary classroom. This review will first look at self-regulation, with a
closer review of emotion regulation. An overview of emotion regulation strategies, benefits of
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practical life exercises, and how these activities can be integrated to foster emotion regulation in
the lower elementary classroom will also be discussed.
Self-Regulation
Self-regulation is an internal mechanism that allows individuals to have control over their
thoughts, emotions, impulses and task performances (Vohs & Baumeister, 2004; Bodrova &
Leong, 2008; Berkovits et al., 2017). Self-regulated individuals have the ability to control their
reactions amidst stress, remain focused, and are well aware of their emotions and that of others in
escalating situations (Vohs & Baumeister, 2004; Berkovits et al., 2017; Lloyd, 2008). Selfregulation is the umbrella term for cognitive regulation, behavioral regulation, and emotion
regulation. Cognitive regulation is essential for executive functioning and goal-directed
reasoning and involves the capacity to conduct or follow required instructions though one may
not want to do it (Berkovits et al., 2017; Bodrova & Leong, 2008). For children to raise their
hand and wait for their turn to speak requires cognitive regulation as they often will blurt out a
comment or interrupt one another when they are speaking. Behavioral regulation involves
controlling one's movement and stopping when asked to (Berkovits et al., 2017; Bodrova &
Leong, 2008). Children who are behaviorally regulated can sit on a chair properly, listen to
instructions with their eyes on the speaker and stay focused to complete their work. Overall, selfregulated children are mindful of their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors and can effectively
reach their goals in school and life (Bodrova & Leong, 2008).
Emotion Regulation
Emotion regulation, a component of self-regulation, is critical for children to thrive and
adapt to their social and physical environments. Emotion regulation is a complex process
whereby individuals monitor and modify their emotional responses according to their immediate
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environment (Berkovits et al., 2017; Wyman et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2018). These emotional
responses, such as calmness, anxiety, anger, aggression, outbursts, can either be regulated
automatically or ineffectively for those with emotional dysregulation (Cai et al., 2018). Cai et al.
(2018) and Wyman et al. (2010) both relate emotion dysfunctionality to being rooted
etiologically due to the "maladaptive integration of cognitive controls and emotion systems"
(Wyman et al., 2010, p. 708). As a result, children differ in how they absorb, express, and
regulate emotional responses in their surrounding environment. Children with emotional
dysregulation frequently manifest negativity, irritability, meltdowns, tantrums, and behavior
problems at school (Cai et al., 2018; Berkovits et al., 2017). Berkovits et al. (2017) further relate
emotion regulation as a spectrum of cognitive, physiological, and behavioral abilities where
individuals can balance the intensity and poise in emotionally challenging circumstances.
In the Montessori classroom, children develop self-regulation skills through daily
learning experiences and interactions (Bettmann, 2015; Florez, 2011). Strong self-regulation
skills allow children to experience success in their learning, behavior, and peer relationships
(Florez, 2011; Lloyd, 2008). Foundational skills for self-regulation should begin in infancy, with
the pivotal time of its growth continuing through preschool years to have those skills developed
by age five (Lloyd, 2008). If students are not taught foundational skills for self-regulation from
infancy, teachers have a tremendous task catching up with this development in the lower
elementary classroom.
Targeted interventions play a tremendous role in constructing and providing a solid
foundation of children's emotion regulation skills (Wyman et al., 2010; Berkovits et al., 2017).
Self-regulation skills must be taught to all children, and not only to children with learning
differences (Bodrova & Leong, 2008). Every child will reap benefits from the explicit and direct
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teaching of deliberative, thoughtful, and purposeful behaviors in the classroom (Bodrova &
Leong, 2008). For many children, school is the primary environment where they learn skills to
regulate their thoughts, emotions, behavior (Bodrova & Leong, 2008). Therefore, educators must
pay equal attention to teaching self-regulation skills as they would in teaching literacy and
numeracy skills for children to develop their intellectual and spiritual self (Bodrova & Leong,
2008; Montessori, 1992). Developing a repertoire of emotion regulation skills will allow children
to lead happier and experience more success socially, behaviorally, and academically (Berkovits
et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2018; Wyman et al., 2010).
Emotion Regulation Strategies
In their study with children from kindergarten to third grade, Wyman et al. (2010)
described three ways to teach emotion regulation skills directly. Trained mentors taught fourteen
lessons based on the Rochester Resilience Project to two hundred twenty-six children. This
intervention provided children with three specific sets of emotion self-regulation strategies:
monitoring their own emotions and others’ emotions, establishing self-control to reduce
escalation of emotions, and developing skills to control and regain equilibrium of their feelings
(Wyman et al., 2010). Wyman et al. (2010) provided specific interventions for children to
visualize when fostering emotion regulation skills. The first intervention, using feelings check-in,
allowed children to develop an emotional vocabulary to identify feelings in themselves and their
peers (Wyman et al., 2010). The second intervention used the feelings thermometer to provide a
visual for children to learn about the intensity of their emotions and recognize when they are
entering a hot zone (Wyman et al., 2010). The third intervention is for children to use an
imaginary umbrella to protect themselves from hurtful words (Wyman et al., 2010).
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Similarly, Berkovits et al. (2017) also recognized the importance of ground-level work
when addressing emotional dysregulation in children. Educators must work from the ground up
to allow children to recognize their own emotional states and help them develop strategies to
manage escalating emotions (Berkovits et al., 2017). Children learn to identify specific emotions
and recognize their own emotional states in an age-appropriate manner (Cai et al., 2018;
Berkovits et al., 2017). Children must learn to modulate, to increase or decrease, particular
emotions in specific situations (Cai et al., 2018; Berkovits et al., 2017). If children begin to feel
angry after confrontations with their peers, they should recognize that they are entering the hot
zone and decrease their heated emotions accordingly. By explicitly teaching emotion regulation
skills to children, they can access calm-down strategies to self-soothe and effectively regulate
their emotions (Berkovits et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2018). When children are in the hot zone of
their emotions, they should apply learned strategies instead of staying in their escalated
emotions. The importance of offering children visual and tangible reminders about selfregulation support their retention in learning this competency (Bodrova & Leong, 2008). Most
research has found that though children became better emotionally regulated by learning these
strategies at the moment, more practice was necessary to apply emotion regulation skills in
flexible and context-specific ways to a variety of settings (Wyman et al., 2010; Cai et al., 2018;
Berkovits et al., 2017).
The three main categories of emotion regulation strategies include identifying emotions
by establishing a wealth of emotion vocabulary, self-monitoring emotions by using the feelings
thermometer, and learning concrete strategies to apply in escalating situations (Wyman et al.,
2010; Berkovits et al., 2017, Cai et al., 2018). Cai et al. (2018) further discussed emotion
regulation strategies as the five families of emotion regulation strategies, including situation
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selection, situation modification, attentional deployment, cognitive change, and response
modulation. Situation selection is when children choose to either avoid or face a particular
situation, whereas situation modification is when children practice problem-solving skills in their
immediate environment (Cai et al., 2018). Attentional deployment is a strategy to direct children
to focus toward or away from the trigger. The fourth family of emotion regulation strategy is
cognitive change and involves children adapting and analyzing the specific situation according to
the value of the situation (Cai et al., 2018). Situation selection, situation modification, attentional
deployment, and cognitive change relate closely to the third intervention mentioned in Wyman et
al. 2010, where children practice maintaining control and balance in their emotions by stepping
back or walking away from escalating situations. Lastly, response modulation is the degree to
which an emotion is outwardly expressed (Cai et al., 2018). This strategy is similar to utilizing
the feelings thermometer to monitor and modify children's feelings, as Wyman et al. (2010)
described. Teaching emotional regulation strategies allows children to develop "a repertoire of
emotion regulation strategies that they can choose from to regulate their emotions” (Cai et al.,
2018, p. 10). Establishing a wealth of calm-down strategies at the beginning of the year will
equip children to have more control in monitoring and regulating their emotions.
Practical Life and Self-Regulation
Daily practical life opportunities allow children in the lower elementary classroom to
develop self-regulation skills (Bettmann 2015, Linebarger, 2016). Practical life focuses on
developing life skills for children to be independent, balanced, and purposeful for school and
life. These exercises promote normalization through choice, independence, and deep
concentration in purposeful work (Lloyd, 2008; Linebarger, 2016). Normalized children display
qualities such as love of work, concentration, self-discipline, and sociability (Lloyd, 2008;
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Linebarger, 2016; Voreis, 2016). Activities chosen must serve a true purpose in life with natural
and meaningful materials in their respective culture (Lillard, 2011; Bettmann, 2015, Lillard &
Jensen, 2003). Activities that foster children's deep concentration is the "magic wand for opening
the gate to the normal expression of a child's natural gifts" (Montessori, 1966, p. 168). Children
will also have increased self-control, patience, responsibility, concentration, independence and
work completion (Linebarger, 2016; Voreis, 2016).
Both Linebarger (2016) and Voreis (2016) examined the effects of practical life exercises
in children. Linebarger (2016) found in her study with thirty Montessori toddler and primary
children, that introducing practical life activities reaped tremendous benefits to the classroom.
Fewer interruptions created a “calm environment conducive to the promotion of concentration”
(Voreis, 2016, p. 9). Frequent redirection to practical life also helped children who deviated from
expected behavior, wandered around, displayed emotional instability, or were unfocused
(Linebarger, 2016). As children established a habit of working through practical life exercises at
the start of the school day, they gradually exhibited signs of normalization and were seen making
better choices in beginning and completing their work independently. While Voreis (2016)
researched the effects of practical life activities on executive function skills, her study on twentyseven fourth and fifth graders in an upper elementary Montessori classroom had varied results.
On the one hand, using practical life exercises regularly over eight weeks positively correlated to
children's work completion rate. However, some children were so deeply engaged in their
practical life activity that they lost their sense of time. As a result, their overall focus and
productivity in classroom work plummeted as they could not bring themselves back to another
classroom work (Voreis, 2016). Though practical life exercises in the Montessori classroom
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foster normalization through children's interest, choice, and concentration, a challenge lies in
transitioning children from these activities to children’s next activity in class.
Practical Life Exercises to Foster Emotion Regulation
The Montessori method provides an inclusive learning environment well-suited to
support the development of all children (Pickering, 2017). The early years, between three and six
years, are crucial in integrating essential skills, such as emotion regulation, to aid in the growth
of children's social and emotional health (Pickering, 2017; Berkovits et al., 2017; Lloyd, 2008).
Learning differences result from "unequal early development and integration of these skills,"
(Pickering, 2017, p. 50) which affect all subsequent planes. Children with AttentionDeficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) have difficulty focusing, exhibit impulsivity, and lack
organization skills and work completion efficiency (Pickering, 2017; CDC, 2020). Depending on
where children are on the spectrum, autistic children may have challenges with speech, emotion
regulation, and social skill development (Pickering, 2017). Children with Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) often exhibit disruptive behaviors in the form of defiance, tantrums, physical
aggression, frustration, anger, and meltdowns (Berkovits et al., 2017). Educators have the
responsibility to guide children with learning differences on their individual path of
normalization (Lloyd, 2008). When given the right environment, opportunity, and guidance,
every child has the chance to experience normalization. Education must empower children to
develop their inner self at their own rate to grow into independent and balanced citizens in
society (Montessori, 1992).
Some research has shown that the development of the frontal lobe area of the brain is
critical in children's ability to emotionally and cognitively regulate their environments (Cai et al.,
2018; Bodrova & Leong, 2008; Lloyd, 2008). Children must learn ways to self-regulate their
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thoughts, feelings, and behaviors at a young age to develop the corresponding brain area to their
full potential (Bodrova & Leong, 2008). As practical life activities involve the hand and the brain
working in coordination and harmony, there is a possibility that these can help with brain
development, which in turn fosters emotion regulation skills in children (Bettmann, 2015; Cai et
al., 2018; Bodrova & Leong, 2008). Practical life activities that provide visual and tangible
reminders for children’s emotion regulation skills will empower them to use their hands and
minds to engage in meaningful work (Pickering, 2004; Lloyd, 2008). The primary function of
these activities is first, the inner development of the child, and second, for the child to acquire a
new perspective of their environment (Montessori, 1992). As children learn specific emotion
regulation strategies, they can cultivate their inner development while gaining a new mindset in
regulating their fluctuating emotions. Participating in a work that combines emotion regulation
interventions with practical life will act as a vehicle to normalize children (Lloyd, 2008). The
imperative role of the Montessori teacher is thus to design, organize and prepare an inclusive
social, emotional, and cognitive environment for children to thrive in all facets of their growth
(Murray, 2010).
Conclusion
Education must assist in the inner development of children, to advance the whole child, to
become independent and well-balanced individuals in society (Montessori, 1992). Selfregulation, and specifically, emotion regulation, is critical for children's success in school and
life. When children develop strategies to monitor and manage their emotions, they establish
control over their thoughts, emotions, and actions. Through the development and exercise of the
frontal lobe of the brain, children will be more adept at maintaining control of their thoughts,
behaviors, and emotions in their respective environments (Bodrova & Leong, 2008; Lloyd,
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2008). As practical life activities involve the hand and the brain working in coordination and
harmony, the hope is that these can aid with brain development and foster emotion regulation
skills in children (Bettmann, 2015; Cai et al., 2018; Bodrova & Leong, 2008). Practical life
activities that provide visual and tangible reminders for children to utilize learned emotion
regulation strategies will empower them to engage in purposeful work with their hands and
minds (Pickering, 2004; Lloyd, 2008). This action research contributes to the field of selfregulation by providing educators with a toolkit to help children emotionally regulate in the
classroom using best practices and integrating Montessori’s practical life to aid children in
fostering their emotional well-being.
By analyzing various peer-reviewed literature surrounding self-regulation, emotion
regulation, and practical life, this literature review has found that carefully designed practical life
exercises that integrate emotion regulation interventions will be beneficial in fostering children’s
overall emotional well-being. Hence, this action research was envisioned to teach emotion
regulation skills to lower elementary children through a series of lessons from The Zones of
Regulation curriculum. Children learned to identify and name their emotions and completed
individual feeling check-ins every morning and afternoon. Through weaving a tangible feelings
thermometer in practical life, children worked peacefully with their hands and minds while
having a visual to monitor and recalibrate their emotions when necessary. Children were also
provided with choices of calming exercises in the practical life area they could work on when
they felt the need to readjust themselves to a happy and calm state in class. As children develop
independence in using appropriate tools to emotionally regulate themselves, they are able to
reach their full potential at school and in life.
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More research into specific interventions and strategies of normalizing special needs
children would be of utmost importance to support educators in having the tools to provide an
inclusive prepared environment in the Montessori classroom. Educators have a tremendous
dedication to helping children reach their fullest potential. With early teaching and
implementation of self-regulation skills and interventions, Montessorians can empower every
child, even children with learning differences, to foster their emotion regulation through
purposeful practical life exercises and develop their social and emotional well-being for life.
Methodology
This action research took place over four weeks, beginning in the second week of
September in a First and Second Grade Montessori classroom in a suburban public school in
western Canada. A multicultural blend of twenty students, thirteen boys and seven girls,
composed of five White, ten South Asians, two Chinese, one Japanese, one Ethiopian, and one
White-Chinese student.
As research highly supported the need to specifically teach, apply, and practice emotion
regulation skills to children, the research methodology utilized an intervention of lessons and
activities for the students and used qualitative and quantitative tools to collect data. The
intervention lessons were based on specific emotion regulation lessons (Kuypers, 2011) for
children to learn to recognize and identify their feelings and that of others. Emotion regulation
interventions also included meaningful practical life exercises that applied emotion regulation
skills. Through activities to increase mindfulness in children created by Turner-Bumberry
(2019), thoughtfully designed practical life activities afforded children to develop a range of
calm-down tools for their emotion regulation. Every morning, children began their day with a
feelings check-in on their calendar and a feelings journal. Emotion regulation lessons followed
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first with a read-aloud, then discussion and activity. Appendix A includes a list of emotion
regulation resources used during this action research. A general unit plan on emotion regulation
and practical life is also detailed in Appendix B. Appendix C includes pictures of the practical
life area and calming exercises introduced gradually during this action research. As children
learned to recognize and identify their feelings, they practiced recalibrating their emotions,
beginning with weaving a feelings thermometer and later on with their choice of practical life
exercises on the shelf.
Feelings Thermometer
In the first week of the study, children learned to categorize and identify their feelings
according to the four zones of regulation: green zone (happy, calm, focused, proud), blue zone
(sad, tired, hurt, sick), yellow zone (worried, frustrated, depressed, annoyed), and the red zone
(mad, furious, yelling, aggressive). Children practiced recognizing their feelings in the second
week through the green, blue, yellow, and red zone brainstorming and writing activities.
Introducing the concept of a feeling thermometer (Wyman et al., 2010; Turner-Bumberry, 2019)
allowed children's creation of their own thermometer through cardboard weaving (Appendix D).
The feelings thermometer is a visual for children to monitor their feelings, from level 1 feeling
calm and under control, to level 5 feeling angry and out of control. The goal of this tangible
visual was for children to monitor and catch themselves on the thermometer when they are at
level 3 (annoyed, irritated) and to use calming coping skills to bring themselves back to level 1.
In this way, through weaving a tangible feelings thermometer in practical life, they could
monitor their feelings and de-escalate before reaching an intense emotional state.
Based on the intervention activity scripted by Turner-Bumberry (2019), children started
on the bottom of the thermometer, where they felt most calm and happy and colored that part
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green, to represent the green zone, labeled it a "1," and attached a feeling word (calm, happy,
focused) to their level 1. They then worked their way up the thermometer to level 2, colored it
blue, and labeled this level with a feeling word from the blue zone. In level 3, the feeling
escalates, but are still under their control, so children chose their own color and labeled it with a
feeling word such as annoyed. In level 4, feelings become more intense, and children colored this
part yellow and labeled it with feeling words such as frustrated or irritated. In level 5, the most
intense level, children colored this part red, representing the stop sign in the red zone, and
labeled it with the feeling angry.
The next day, children transferred their knowledge of the thermometer and began
weaving their tangible thermometer with cardboard looms and yarn. Pre-set up cardboard looms
with wefts (vertical lines) and a lesson on weaving enabled children to start on their thermometer
eagerly. Then children worked on weaving level 1 of their thermometer with ten rows of green
yarn. The following day, children continued their weaving with level 2 and aimed for ten rows of
blue. Working through one color a day, children continued with the color of their choice for level
3, ten rows of yellow yarn for level 4 and lastly, ten rows of red for level 5. After children
completed their woven feelings thermometer, they kept it at their table as a means to monitor
their level of feelings throughout the day. Not all the children kept up with the progression of the
weaving daily as some struggled with the under-over pattern and often had their yarn tangled.
Most children ended up finishing their woven thermometer at their own pace, however, some
children were unable to complete their thermometer within the four-week time frame.
Practical Life Activities
Introducing one practical life exercise a day in the third and fourth week of the action
research provided children with tools to utilize for emotion regulation. Practical life activities are
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purposeful hands-on work that fosters children’s ability to care for themselves and others.
Turner-Bumberry (2019) suggested some sensory interventions for children when feeling
dysregulated to provide the calm and healing they require in their immediate environment. Types
of sensory interventions include giving children a physical break from their eyes, nose, hand,
mouth, ear and body. I focused primarily on choosing interventions that provided children with
an Eye Break, Hand Break, Ear Break, and Movement Break (Turner-Bumberry, 2019). Some
Eye Break interventions for children included coloring mandalas, designing their mandalas,
water mandalas, and leaf rubbing. An Ear Break for children was listening to soothing music as a
means to calm themselves in the busy classroom environment. Hand Break choices in practical
life included continuing with the children's feelings thermometer weaving, creating other
weaving patterns of their choice, emoji weaving, and making balloon squeeze balls (TurnerBumberry, 2019). Three yoga cards and two breathing exercises were laid out on the practical
life shelf for Movement Break choices. The yoga cards were chosen from Yoga Pretzel (Guber &
Kalish, 2005), and breathing exercises taught children techniques for being in control of their
bodies, breathing, and emotions (Willey & Betts, 2017). Short breathing practices were done all
together three times a week after silent reading in the afternoon. Presenting practical life
exercises step by step as a group lesson afforded children the development of a repertoire of
calming tools in the classroom. After presenting the balloon squeeze ball activity, children were
mesmerized with how satisfying sand and gravel could feel inside the balloon and were eager to
make their own. Appendix C includes pictures of thoughtfully designed practical life exercises
for emotion regulation in the classroom.
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Data Collection
Various quantitative and qualitative data collection tools were used to gather data for
fostering emotion regulation through practical life exercises in elementary children. Using both
qualitative and quantitative methods was important to answer my action research question and to
understand how children can develop strategies to emotionally regulate through meaningful
choices in the practical life area.
Quantitative data collection included students' self-assessments (pre-and post-study),
parent questionnaires (pre-and post-study), daily student feelings check-in, and tallying behavior
deviations versus self-regulated times throughout the study. Students completed a selfassessment of their feelings at the beginning and end of the study to determine whether they have
grown in their emotion regulation skills (Appendix E). Parents were invited to complete a
voluntary Google Form questionnaire to determine where their children were at in their socialemotional wellbeing (Appendix F). There was also a comment box for the parents to provide a
goal for their child. The same questionnaire was sent at the end of the study to determine if there
was a difference in their response. Students had a Zones pocket folder where they kept their
feelings check-in calendar and feelings journal. Daily check-ins of children's feelings using zone
colors were conducted first thing in the morning and afternoon on a monthly calendar (Appendix
G). In the fourth week of the study, children rated their feelings from level 1-5 according to the
feelings thermometer on their daily check-ins. The goal with coloring their zones was to see
whether there was an increased level of children in the green zone (happy, calm, and focused
state) at school, whereas attaching a number to their feeling helped children practice visualizing
where they were at on their thermometer. Lastly, the number of behavior deviations and
emotional distresses versus self-regulated times in the classroom were tallied and noted daily for
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particular students during the study (Appendix H). These children displayed off-task behaviors
such as making distracting noises, wandering, and being unfocused during work time. Other
children exhibited emotional imbalances either in the morning or throughout the day and tallies
marks were recorded as these occurrences happened. Collecting data on times of behavior
deviations and emotional distresses helped to compare whether emotion regulation interventions
have worked by comparing the tallies from the beginning to the end of the study and seeing
whether these children could choose emotion regulation tools from the practical life area
independently.
Qualitative data collection included students' feeling journals. my observation journal,
and the children’s reflection of a calming practical life activity for them. In the second week of
the study, children wrote their specific feelings and zones in their feelings journal (Appendix I).
For example, "Today, I am feeling _______. I am in the ____ zone." In the third week, the
journal expanded on why children were feeling a particular way: "Today, I am feeling _______
because _________________." By week four, children continued to expand in their journal to
record what zone they were in and what strategy they could utilize to return to the green zone.
For example: "I feel because ____________. I can _______ to be in the green zone." To
emotionally regulate, children learn that their feelings are perfectly normal, but it is how they
react and respond to a particular feeling that is under their control.
My observation journal started in week three of the study to observe and record student
actions and behaviors during a five to ten-minute block of time. Daily observations were done at
10:00 a.m. to ensure consistency throughout the research process. The goal was to record
narratives of how children were walking through their feelings with their peers. Observation
notes recorded whether children were beginning to use the zone and thermometer language when
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communicating with their peers. Observations were also made on whether children chose
practical life exercises as a calming tool on their own.
At the end of the study, children reflected on a calming practical life activity to them
through one-on-one interviews. They chose activities from the practical life area such as
cardboard weaving, emoji weaving, balloon stress ball, water mandala, non-directive mandala,
yoga cards and leaf rubbing for their reflection. The reflection prompt was “A calming activity
for me is _______________ because _________________.” This data tool was helpful in
gaining insight on which practical life activities worked well to aid in children’s emotion
regulation.
The data tools that helped determine whether teaching children targeted social-emotional
lessons would foster their emotion regulation skills included students’ feelings self-assessment,
daily feelings check-in, and feeling journals. Wyman et al. (2010) found that using feeling checkin as an emotion regulation intervention allowed children to develop an emotional vocabulary to
identify their feelings and those around them. When considering children in the second plane of
development, childhood, tallying moments of behavior deviations and emotional distress versus
moments of self-regulation was valuable to determine whether emotion regulation interventions
had an impact on their behavior or emotional response in the classroom. Finally, collecting
qualitative data in the form of an observation journal and student reflections was important to
help ascertain whether practical life exercises can be meaningfully integrated to foster emotion
regulation skills in elementary children. Analysis and discussions of the various quantitative and
qualitative data collections are discussed below.
Data Analysis
The purpose of this study was to examine how practical life exercises can be integrated
with the explicit teaching of self-regulation skills to promote emotion regulation in children in
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one lower elementary Montessori classroom. A total of twenty Grade One and Two students,
thirteen boys and seven girls, participated in the study. The research design included twelve selfregulation lessons with daily read alouds and learning activities. Children learned to weave a
feelings thermometer with a cardboard loom and yarn during the second week to introduce
practical life. Practical life activities for emotion regulation were also introduced gradually
throughout the study to help children develop calming tools and strategies to self-regulate.
Quantitative data collected included students’ feelings self-assessment, daily feelings check-in
calendar, and tallying behavior deviations and emotional outbursts versus self-regulated times in
the classroom during the study. Qualitative data collected included students’ feelings journal and
my observation journal during a three-week period.
Quantitative Data
Students’ Feelings Self-Assessment
A feelings self-assessment with five questions (Appendix E) was administered prior to
the start of the study to determine the baseline for students’ social and emotional wellbeing.
Students completed the self-assessment as I read each question and asked them to color in the
representative emoji on an evaluation scale of one to four, one being not yet, to four being
always. Figure 1 details students’ responses for each question and Figure 2 shows students’
responses when administered the same self-assessment at the end of the study.
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Figure 1
Feelings Self-Assessment (Pre-Study)
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The feelings self-assessment was given prior to the study to twenty students. Seven
children recognized that they were learning to name their feelings on their own. More than half
the children saw themselves as capable of using their words when upset, problem-solving, and
having calm down strategies to use when feeling mad. Twenty-five percent of the children
indicated that they were learning to stop and think before acting, while fifty-five percent of the
children were confident that they could do so.
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Figure 2
Feelings Self-Assessment (Post-Study)
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Students completed their feelings self-assessment again at the end of the study. Nineteen
Grade One and Two students completed the post-study self-assessment as one participant
switched to home-schooling during the course of the study. Compared to the pre-survey, an
increase of five children became confident in naming their feelings. An increase of fifteen
percent of children rated themselves as always having calm down strategies to use when feeling
mad. Five more children also indicated that they could always use their words when upset
compared to the pre-study self-assessment. Children gave a mixed rating when it came to their
perception of their ability to problem-solve independently, and the number of students who view
themselves as being able to problem solve dropped by ten percent in the post-study assessment.
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Parent Questionnaire
A parent questionnaire on Google Forms was sent to all parents on the second week of
the study (Appendix F). Nine parents responded in total, but only four of those parents returned
their active consent forms. Thus, only the data from these four parents were analyzed.
Figure 3
Parent Questionnaire
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Most parents agreed that their children could use their words to describe their feelings,
were aware of others’ feelings around them and had strategies to control their strong feelings.
One parent responded neutrally to their child stopping and thinking before acting and problemsolving on their own, whereas another parent strongly agreed that their child was capable of
those regulation tasks. Although none of the parents strongly disagreed or disagreed with any of
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the questions on the questionnaire, some children perceived themselves as not yet being able to
name their feelings on their own and using their words when upset.
When cross-referencing the data tools, it was interesting to find that ten out of twenty
children perceived that they were not yet or learning to name their feelings on their own.
However, all four parents either agreed or strongly agreed that their child were able to describe
their feelings on their own. Furthermore, fifteen out of twenty children responded to being able
or always able to have calm down strategies to use when they were feeling mad. Three out of
four parents agreed that their child had strategies to control their strong feelings, while one
parent answered neutral for this question.
Daily Feelings Check-In
Children learned to categorize and identify their feelings according to the four zones of
regulation: green zone (happy, calm, focused, proud), blue zone (sad, tired, hurt, sick), yellow
zone (worried, frustrated, depressed, annoyed), and the red zone (mad, furious, yelling,
aggressive). Starting on the third day of the study, they completed a daily feeling check-in first
thing in the morning on a September and October calendar (Appendix G). Children also
completed afternoon feeling check-ins two to three times a week. Each day of the month was
divided into two triangles so that children could color their corresponding feeling in the top
triangle in the morning and the bottom triangle in the afternoon.
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Figure 4
Morning Feeling Check-Ins
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Figure 5
Green Zone (AM)
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A total of twenty students participated in their daily morning feeling check-ins. No
Response rates were mainly due to absences, student inconsistency in filling out the form or lost
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calendar. A total of twenty morning check-ins were completed throughout four weeks. The
number of times that students checked in in the green zone (happy, calm, focused) increased by
thirteen percent during the duration of the study (Figure 5). In the first two weeks of the study,
thirty-six percent of children checked in in the green zone, twenty-six percent checked in in the
blue zone and twenty-five percent came to school in the yellow (frustrated) and red (angry) zone.
By the final week of the study, forty-nine percent of children checked in in the green zone and
eleven percent of students checked in the yellow and red zones (Figure 4). Twenty-six percent of
the children were in the blue zone during the first two weeks of the study, decreasing to nineteen
percent in the final week of the study.
Figure 6
Afternoon Feeling Check-Ins
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Figure 7
Green Zone (PM)
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A total of twenty students participated in their afternoon feeling check-ins two to three
times a week, for a total of ten afternoon check-ins in total. Absences, student inconsistency, or
lost calendars accounted for No Response numbers. Six to nine children consistently checked in
in the green zone throughout the afternoon feeling check-ins (Figure 7). The number of students
in the blue zone (sad, tired) fluctuated between five to thirty percent throughout the four weeks
(Figure 6). Five to ten percent of children checked in in the yellow zone (frustrated) at the
beginning of the study, diminishing to zero in the last three check-ins. Children feeling in the red
zone (angry) continued to linger between five to fifteen percent throughout the afternoon checkins (Figure 6).
Behavior Deviations Versus Self-Regulated Times
During the four-week study, tallies tracked specific students’ behavior deviations,
outbursts, or emotional distresses (Appendix H). Tallies also included moments of students’ selfregulation throughout the day. As the study began in the second week of school, two other
students also displayed tears while adjusting to a new class, new school, and new routines.
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However, I mostly tracked five students during the study: Student E, Student H, Student L,
Student P, and Student Q. Student E, Student H, and Student P were not new to the school but
new to the Grade One and Two Montessori environment. Student E often showed off-task
behaviors such as wandering around the class, not following classroom routines and instructions,
and making distracting sounds. Student H cut his pants, played with magnets during work time,
and was often lost during classroom transitions. Student P cried every morning for the first hour
and had difficulty letting go of mom to come into the school. Student L and Student Q were in
their second year of this Montessori classroom. Student L would often refuse to do her reading,
writing, or math tasks in class. Student Q often refused to follow expected behaviors in the
classroom and made distracting noises during work or quiet time.
Figure 8
Behavior Deviations and Emotional Distresses versus Self-Regulation Tallies
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Tallies for behavior deviations or emotional distress versus moments of self-regulated
times were collected for five out of twenty students in the classroom for four weeks. As the
introduction of weaving the feelings thermometer and other calming tools in the practical life
area began in the second week of the study, behavior deviation tallies appeared to greatly exceed
moments of self-regulated times. Though behavior deviations appeared more significant than
self-regulated times, some of these students began choosing a calming tool for themselves near
the end of the tracking period.
Figure 9
Student E's Behavior Deviation vs. Self-Regulated Moments
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Student E's behavior deviations included wandering around, drawing on another student’s
table, and not following instructions. As he was adjusting to the routines and expectations of a
new classroom environment, his behavior deviations continued throughout the study. However,
during silent reading, he did have moments of self-regulation, and thus, reading became his
calming tool in the classroom.
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Figure 10
Student H's Behavior Deviation vs. Self-Regulated Moments
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Student H was also learning the rules and routines of our Grade One and Two classroom.
His behavior deviations included misusing scissors, playing with magnets during work time, and
failing to follow class transitions. Though Student H had difficulties with work completion and
transitions throughout the day, observations showed that he enjoyed helping his peers spell
words and showed some focus when journal writing (Figure 16). His absence during the third
week of the study resulted in no tallies recorded. Throughout the study, he continued to need
redirection to stay on task and was encouraged to choose practical life tools to help with his
focus and transitions. One self-regulated moment was recorded on September 27th when
Student H worked on his feelings thermometer weaving.
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Figure 11
Student L's Behavior Deviation vs. Self-Regulated Moments
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Student L was in her second year of our Grade One and Two classroom. She exhibited
emotional distress at times after recess and lunch. At the beginning of the study, she would shut
down and refuse to do any work. Through self-regulation lessons and providing calming
practical life choices, she began communicating her feelings and made choices to emotionally
regulate through weaving, making her balloon stress ball, having a snack, and doing her emoji
weaving to carry on with her day.
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Figure 12
Student P's Behavior Deviation vs. Self-Regulated Moments
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Student P exhibited emotional distress every morning transitioning from home to school.
She entered the classroom with tears and required assistance from our learning support teacher to
give her a soft start to the day. Though she still came to school with tears by the end of the study,
Student P was able to find calmness in the practical life area and exhibited more self-control to
transitions in the morning through drawing, coloring, making a mandala, listening to music, and
making her balloon stress ball. At the end of the study, she reflected on designing her mandala as
her favorite calming activity as it helped her get out the angry feelings (Figure 17).
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Figure 13
Student Q's Behavior Deviation vs. Self-Regulated Moments
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Student Q was in his second year in our prepared environment. His behavior deviations
included poking others, making noises, and refusing to follow instructions when asked. He was
often absent throughout the study, as seen in the gaps of his tallies, and eventually switched to
homeschooling due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Tallies of his behavior deviations were
relatively consistent in the first two weeks of the study. His one recorded moment of selfregulation was when he chose to color a mandala from the practical life area and demonstrated
peace and calmness when working on it.
Qualitative Data
Students’ Feelings Journal
Twenty Grade One and Two students kept thirteen journal entries on their feelings every
morning starting from the second week of the study (Appendix I). Children who were absent,
inconsistent, or lost their journals accounted for No Response rates. In the second week of the
study, children learned to identify their specific feelings and associated them with a particular
color zone. The following week, the children expanded on why they felt a particular way in their
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journals. In the final week of the study, children continued to record why they felt a certain way
and which calm down tools they could use to be in the green zone.
Figure 14
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The x-axis shows the number of times a student felt between the second to fourth week of
the study. Students A, R, and T wrote that they felt more angry in the red zone than the other
students. Student J always wrote that she felt happy or focused in the green zone. An average of
3.3 children recorded daily that they felt tired in the blue zone compared to 5.3 in the green zone,
0.4 in the yellow zone, and 1.5 in the red zone.
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Figure 15
Feeling Vocabulary Frequency
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Twenty children identified their specific feeling and zone in their feelings journal. The
feeling happy was used more than eighty times by the children during a three-week period. The
feelings tired and sad were mentioned more than sixty times by children who indicated that they
were in the blue zone. The feelings angry and mad were recorded over twenty times. Other
feeling vocabularies were used less than ten times as children learned to identify their feelings.
Observation Journal
Observations of Grade One and Two students started in Week 3 of the study for four
weeks. The number of children observed ranged from sixteen to twenty, depending on
attendance that day. The observations were done around 10:00 a.m. for five to ten minutes.
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Observations included written notes and narratives of students working and interactions in the
classroom. During this data analysis, commonalities during the three weeks included being offtask, helpful, focused, requiring adult support, utilizing a calming strategy, and working on a
practical life activity.
Figure 16
Observation of Students During a Three-Week Period
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Off-task behaviors observed included children being silly, yelling, laughing hysterically,
being loud and disruptive, making distracting noises, wandering around the classroom, and
chewing pencils. Such behaviors were recorded twenty-three times in the observation journal.
Some children required adult support in starting their work, staying focused, asking for the next
steps, and completing their work properly. Children requiring support of some sort from an adult
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were observed ten times during the observation period. Nine times during the study, children
were seen to be helpful towards their peers in the classroom. There was a student who patiently
explained the self-regulation activity on choosing calm down tools to another student. Student Q
from Figure 5, was observed helping a younger student detach the staples from her work and
said, “here you go.” Children also spontaneously helped their neighbors pick up spilled pencil
crayons and markers. Some were also observed helping their peers with spelling or doing their
practical life activities.
Furthermore, observations of children focusing on their task, utilizing a calming strategy
independently, or working on a practical life choice occurred 30% of the time in total. Focused
tasks included journal writing, weaving, exploring math materials, and culture work.
Observations of children using calming strategies such as using their words when someone is
bothering them, asking for a snack break, using their balloon stress ball, and drawing happened
10% of the time. Meanwhile, other children also eagerly chose practical life activities from the
shelf 10% of the time. Practical life activities observed included: weaving on a cardboard loom,
emoji weaving, coloring mandalas, making balloon stress balls, and designing water mandalas.
Calming Practical Life Exercises
To culminate the study, students reflected on a calming activity from the practical life
area. Students were individually asked their reflection orally, and exact narratives were typed out
on the computer. A total of eighteen Grade One and Two students, six girls and twelve boys,
completed this reflection, and two students reflected on two practical life exercises that were
calming for them.
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Figure 17
Calming Practical Life Exercise
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Forty-two percent of children chose the balloon stress ball activity to be most calming for
them. One student said that “it feels so good when you squeeze it,” and another said, “it [is] very
calming when you squish it.” Another student reflected on how “the fidget [balloon stress ball] is
like squishy [and] helps me calm down.” Twenty-six percent of children also chose the water
mandala as a calming activity for them. Two students mentioned how it was satisfying watching
the colors mix and blend. Another student, Student E, “like[d] the design on it.” Both a Grade
One boy and girl chose the cardboard weaving as a calming activity for them, and two girls
chose leaf rubbing as a calming activity. For one student, she liked leaf rubbing because “when
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we just color it, it looks so pretty that it looks like a leaf,” and the other student liked the same
activity because “it look[ed] so satisfying when we color it in and see the leaf.” Three students
chose emoji weaving, making a mandala (non-directive mandala), and yoga cards as their
calming activities. Student L chose emoji weaving as a calming activity because “I can make any
face I want.” For Student P, the calming activity for her was making a mandala “because it helps
me for when I [am] upset, it helps me get out all the angry feelings.” The yoga cards were chosen
by a Grade One student because they helped her “stretch and get out all the mad things.”
Action Plan
The purpose of this action research was to explore how practical life exercises can be
integrated in a meaningful way to teach and foster emotion regulation skills to children in the
lower elementary classroom. Findings showed that a steady number of students felt happy, calm,
and focused through daily feelings check-in. In the first few weeks of the study, an average of
seven to eight students checked in in the green zone. This number increased to eleven by the end
of the study. Practical life exercises offered students choices for calming down when responding
to feelings in the blue, yellow, or red zone. Interestingly, many students come to school in the
red zone because their siblings have irritated them in the morning. Thus, children had to reflect
on ways to bring themselves to a happy and calm state to be ready learners at school. As children
became more comfortable and aware of the calming practical life choices in the prepared
environment, their feelings of happiness and calmness also increased.
Daily social-emotional lessons taught children to be aware of their feelings, use their
words to communicate their fluctuating emotions, and choose calming tools as needed. As
children began to identify with a colored zone related to their feelings, they were better able to
communicate whether they needed a snack or practical life break. The children who found
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themselves in the yellow and red zone often made balloon stress balls as a fidget to squeeze out
their frustration and anger. By explicitly teaching children social-emotional skills and providing
meaningful and calming practical life activities, children learned to choose appropriate strategies
to self-regulate.
Thoughtfully designed practical life activities served as beneficial tools for children to
recalibrate their emotions. By creating calming practical life activities to foster emotion
regulation skills, children developed a repertoire of calming strategies for self-monitoring and
recalibrating their emotions before escalating to outbursts and meltdowns in the classroom.
Through my daily observations, children exerted positive behavior 45% of the time either by
being helpful towards their peers, focusing on their task, utilizing a calming strategy, or working
on practical life. Children helping one another work through a practical life exercise painted a
beautiful picture of the calm and tranquility in a Montessori classroom. Initially, I thought
weaving the tangible feelings thermometer would be the primary practical life activity children
would enjoy. However, starting cardboard weaving in the third week of school in September
posed a challenge for some Grade One and Two students, whose fine motor skills were still
developing. These students required more support and encouragement in detangling their
weaving to proceed to the next row. As these roadblocks gradually overcame with time, children
became more focused during weaving and were proud of their finished product.
Choosing Eye Break, Hand Break, Ear Break, and Movement Break interventions from
Turner-Bumberry allowed me to introduce one to two practical life activities to the class at a
time. The most popular practical life activity to foster children's emotion regulation turned out to
be the balloon stress ball, as almost half the children reflected on being able to squeeze and
squish it to get out their mad feelings. Practical life exercises involving coloring, designing, and
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painting were also very calming for the children. Many children reflected on mandalas, which
served as a calming tool for them since they have the freedom to choose colors, blend colors with
water, and that coloring overall “helps me get out all the angry feelings.” Seeing children's
enthusiasm and motivation for practical life activities inspired me to pay attention to their
particular needs and interests to create and rotate practical life activities on the shelf. Weeks after
the action research ended, children continued to visit the practical life shelf independently. I also
started introducing care for the environment exercises, dusting, and table cleaning trays, in the
practical life area as a body break for students who frequently need to move around the
classroom (Appendix C).
Through this research, students learned to take ownership of their feelings and choose
appropriate calm down tools to recalibrate themselves. As children communicated their feelings
through their feelings journal daily, they learned to choose and utilize calming strategies in the
classroom. One student wrote, "I feel mad because my sister was not sharing my toy. I can
squish my ball to go back into the green zone." Furthermore, rather than shutting down and
refusing to complete work when they are upset, children learned to use their words to
communicate their feelings and ask for a break. For example, Student L, who previously shut
down when in the blue zone, could communicate and say she was hungry and needed a snack
after the intervention. Once she had a snack, she could start and complete her work happily
(Figure 8). Student P, who came in every morning with tears, also began to ask if she could work
on a mandala to calm down before starting her spelling work (Figure 8). Calming tools and
strategies differ among children (Kuypers, 2011), and by giving them choices of calming
practical life activities in the classroom, they were able to explore and find out what works for
them. Children at the elementary level also enjoy working and socializing with their peers
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(Montessori, 1998). The practical life activities allowed children to practice being helpful, kind,
and patient to their peers. Children offered a helping hand, explained the steps to an activity, and
helped each other clean up to restore each tray to order. In this study, I found that as children
utilized their calm down strategies, they appeared happier, calmer, and more focused at
school. Learning about their emotions and how to respond to their feelings at a young age
empowers them to make wise and responsible choices later on in life (Committee for Children,
2016). The increased number of students who checked in in the green zone in the morning and
afternoon attested to more children communicating being happier, calmer, and more focused as
practical life activities were introduced starting from the second week of the study. Furthermore,
through observation findings, more children made wiser choices during work time by choosing
to work on a practical life activity, utilizing a calming strategy, being focused on their work at
hand, or lending a helping hand to a friend (Figure 12).
Having a calmer classroom atmosphere also allowed me to use the Montessori materials
more this year. In the past, chaos brewed on the other side of the classroom whenever I sat down
for a presentation. However, as more children developed focus and concentration in their work, I
could use Montessori materials to present lessons to meet them where they are in their individual
learning curve.
Conclusions & Recommendations
Practical life exercises can be integrated in a meaningful way to teach and foster emotion
regulation skills to children in the lower elementary classroom. Practical life activities develop
the children's self-control, patience, and concentration (Bettmann, 2015). Children become so
engaged that they can lose themselves in their work, creating a calm and peaceful classroom
environment (Bettmann, 2015). I would integrate social-emotional lessons in September while
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children learn classroom rules, expectations, and routines at the beginning of the year. It is
critical to provide all children with these “protective factors” (Vitto, 2003, p. 77), to teach them
preventative rather than reactive means to self-regulate. Teaching and infusing social-emotional
skills into both the curriculum and the classroom management is enhances students learning and
decreases misbehaviors (Vitto, 2003). Children first learn to recognize, identify, and use their
words to communicate their emotions appropriately to choose appropriate calming strategies to
recalibrate.
Therefore educators must diligently observe and design practical life exercises that target
emotion regulation to empower children to develop a repertoire of strategies or tools to utilize
whenever they need a break or to calm down in the classroom. The first is beginning with
breathing exercises and yoga cards during the first week of introducing social-emotional lessons
so that children can have strategies to use right away. The following recommendation is
providing children with diverse choices in the practical life area. Calming practical life activities
that serve a definite purpose for emotion regulation require a gradual introduction, one exercise
at a time, giving the children time to explore and practice before introducing the next one.
During the week, educators need to be keen to determine which exercises interest the children
and which require replacement. Rather than having a silent table or corner the children go to as a
calm down station, providing a practical life area with choices of purposeful calming activities
help children recalibrate and emotionally regulate on their own. Educators must create a safe
learning environment in the classroom. Preparing the environment with an area that offers a
choice of calming tools where the children can access creates an inclusive environment for all.
Potential future action research investigations could include how practical life exercises
foster emotion regulation in children with autism (ASD) and children with attention-deficit
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disorder (ADD). As more children with unique learning differences enter our classrooms,
educators must investigate and explore ways to help all our learners be successful socially,
emotionally, and academically. Research showed that children with ASD would greatly benefit
from learning specific self-regulation skills (Cai et al., 2018), but the question lies in executing
these lessons. Would individual or small group lessons be more beneficial than with the whole
class? It would also be worthwhile to explore which practical life activities would serve as
calming tools for children with ASD and ADD.
Investigating when to do practical activities during the school day in an elementary
classroom would also be helpful. For this action research, I began with a block of time weaving
together each day during the second week. As practical life activities were introduced, children
worked on them as a break or when they finished their work early. The children who seldomly
finished their work had a block of time to finish their thermometer weaving or explore other
practical life activities for twenty to thirty minutes on Friday afternoons. How can educators
balance the benefits of practical life exercises and children's work completion simultaneously?
Lastly, future action research investigations can examine whether practical life activities
aid with classroom transitions and in following multi-step instructions. As children need to stay
focused and orderly to complete each practical life activity, which activities would best train and
develop children's brains to retain multi-step instructions to follow classroom transitions and
instructions correctly?
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Appendix A: List of Emotion Regulation Resources

Emotion Regulation Teaching Resources:
Kuypers, L. (2011). The zones of regulation: A curriculum designed to foster self-regulation and
emotional control. Santa Clara, CA: Think Social Publishing.
Turner-Bumberry, T. (2018). 2, 4, 6, 8 this is how we regulate: 75 play therapy activities to
increase mindfulness in children. Bolton, ON: PESI Publishing.
Practical Life Resources:
Guber, T. (2005): Yoga pretzels: 50 fun yoga activities for kids & grownups. Barefoot Books.
Turner-Bumberry, T. (2018). 2, 4, 6, 8 this is how we regulate: 75 play therapy activities to
increase mindfulness in children. Bolton, ON: PESI Publishing.
Willey, K. (2017). Breathe like a bear: 30 mindful moments for kids to feel calm and focused
anytime, anywhere. Rodale Kids.
Read-Alouds
Deak, J. (2010). Your fantastic elastic brain: Stretch it, shape it. Naperville, IL: Sourcebooks,
Inc.
Dragon, D. (2021). Little red fox has feelings. Bolton, ON: AHA! Press.
Jaycox, J. (2021). Sometimes I feel happy. North Mankato, MN: Pebble Emerge.
Jaycox, J. (2021). Sometimes I feel sad. North Mankato, MN: Pebble Emerge.
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Jaycox, J. (2021). Sometimes I feel embarrassed. North Mankato, MN: Pebble Emerge.
Jaycox, J. (2021). Sometimes I feel grumpy. North Mankato, MN: Pebble Emerge.
Jaycox, J. (2021). Sometimes I feel angry. North Mankato, MN: Pebble Emerge.
Kachenmeister, C. (2004). On Monday when it rained. HMH Books for Young Readers.
Kuypers, L., & Sautter, E. (2021). The road to regulation. Santa Clara, CA: Think Social
Publishing.
Kuypers, L., & Sautter, E. (2021). The regulation station. Santa Clara, CA: Think Social
Publishing.
Wood, J. (2019). Harry the hamster feels happy. New York, NY: Windmill Books.
Wood, J. (2019). Harry the hamster feels happy. New York, NY: Windmill Books.
Wood, J. (2019). Sam the Sloth feels sad. New York, NY: Windmill Books.
Wood, J. (2019). Freddie the fox feels frightened. New York, NY: Windmill Books.
Wood, J. (2019). Anita the alligator feels angry. New York, NY: Windmill Books.
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Appendix B: Emotion Regulation & Practical Life Unit Plan

Lesson 1: Creating Wall Posters of The Zone (Kuypers, 2011, p. 26)
•
•

Read Aloud: “On Monday When It Rained”
Follow lesson in book

Lesson 2: Zones Bingo (p. 37)
•
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Sometimes I Feel Happy” by Jocelyn Joycox
Introduce feelings journal - template on (Kuypers, 2011, p. 99)
Review emotions with cube game
Play zones bingo

Grace and Courtesy 1: Expected and Unexpected Behavior (Kuypers, 2011, p. 48)
•
•

After recess
Follow lesson in book

Lesson 3: The Zones in Me (Lesson 4 in Kuypers, 2011, p. 48)
•
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Sometimes I feel Sad” by Jocelyn Joycox
Start taking pictures of students for Lesson 5 to allow time for printing (one pose for each
zone per student = 4 pictures per student)
Use template on p. 38 of Turner-Bumberry, 2019
Start breathing exercises from Breathe Like a Bear every afternoon (one a day)

Grace and Courtesy 2: Our Behavior Impacts the Feelings of Those Around Us (Kuypers, 2011,
p. 50)
•
•

After recess
Follow lesson in book

Lesson 4: Understanding Different Perspectives (Lesson 5 in Kuypers, 2011, p. 62)
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Sometimes I feel Embarrassed” by Jocelyn Joycox
Cube game review
Randomly hand out different perspective sheet to students or draw zone from hat

Lesson 5: Me in My Zones ( Lesson 6 in book on p. 73)
•

Read Aloud: “Sometimes I feel Grumpy” by Jocelyn Joycox
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Student cut their zone pictures and glue in respective zones (green, blue, yellow, red)
Label each zone with a feeling that represents their pose

Lesson 6: Calming Strategy 1: The Feelings Thermometer (Turner-Bumberry, 2019, p. 19)
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Sometimes I feel Angry” by Jocelyn Joycox
Introduce The feelings thermometer
Start cardboard weaving in afternoon to link practical life

Lesson 7: How Do I Feel? (p. 82)
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Little Fox has Feelings”
Video: Inside/Out - guess the feeling
Continue with feelings thermometer weaving

Lesson 8: Green Zone Writing
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Harry the Hamster feels happy” by John Wood
Green Zone writing: “I feel happy when_____. I feel calm when _______. I feel loved
when _______. I feel focused when ________.”
Grade 1s: one sentence; Grade 2s: two sentences; challenge: 3-4 sentences

Lesson 9: Blue Zone Writing
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Sam the Sloth feels sad” by John Wood
Blue Zone writing: “I feel sad when_____. I feel tired when _______. I feel depressed
when _______. I feel hurt when ________.”
Grade 1s: one sentence; Grade 2s: two sentences; challenge: 3-4 sentences

Lesson 10: Yellow Zone-Identifying Triggers (Lesson 9 in Kuypers, 2011, p. 92)
•
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Freddie the Fox feels frightened” by John Wood
Make trigger caution sign
Brainstorm triggers (loud noise, transition, math, hurtful words, etc)
Students list 5 triggers in their journals

Lesson 11-12: Red Zone & Creating Zone Tools
•
•
•
•

Read Aloud: “Anita the Alligator Feels Angry” by John Wood
Create zone tools brochure/pamphlet
Find 3 tools for each zone and glue in tools for zones of regulation pamphlet
Remind students to use their tools as needed
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Practical Life Presentations (Whole Group)
1.

Practical Life Choice for Eye-Break: Mandalas
• Read aloud: “The Regulation Station” by Laura Kuypers and Elizabeth Sautter
• Introduce mandalas for children to go to when they need a colouring break
• Extension: later on, have children design their own mandalas with a blank circle template

2.
•
•

Practical Life Choice for Ear-Break: Music Appreciation
Read aloud: “The Regulation Station” by Laura Kuypers and Elizabeth Sautter
Introduce the music appreciation area for children to listen to music as a means to calm
down

•
•

Practical Life Choice for Body-Break: Breathing Exercises
Read aloud: “The Regulation Station” by Laura Kuypers and Elizabeth Sautter
Print out 2 breathing exercises from Breathe Like a Bear for children to practice mindful
breathing learned in last two weeks

•

Practical Life Choice for Body-Break: Yoga Pretzels
Show and model three yoga poses from Yoga Pretzels and lay out cards for children to
try on their own for a body break throughout the day

3.

4.

5.
•

Practical Life Choice for Hand-Break
Read aloud: “Your Fantastic Elastic Brain- Stretch it, Shape it” by JoAnn Deak, PhD
o Emoji weaving: set up tray with circles from different zones and children can
punch holes and weave around with yarn and decorate the emoji with an emoji
face in that zone (green, blue, yellow, red)
o Balloon stress ball: set up tray with a spoon, sand, and balloons and provide
instruction cards for children to create their own stress ball
o Mantra stones: children can collect a rock from outside, paint, and write an
empowering word on their rock- provide a list of positive words for children to
choose from (amazing, grow, learn, courage, confidence, happiness, peacefulness,
respect, kindness, believe, proud, calm, focus, love, dream, thankful, caring,
helpful, mindful, hope, creative)
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Appendix C: Practical Life Area & Calming Practical Life Activities

From top to bottom and left to right: table broom, duster, table cleaning tray,
cardboard weaving boards, various yarn for weaving

From top to bottom and left to right: breathing exercises, yoga cards, balloon stress ball
exercise, mandala tray, non-directive mandala, emoji weaving, leaf weaving, art tray
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Calming Practical Life Exercises

Feelings Thermometer Weaving

Emoji Weaving

Mandala

Balloon Stress Ball

Leaf Rubbing

Water Mandala
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Appendix D: Feelings Thermometer

Activity in Turner-Bumberry, 2019 to introduce the
concept of feelings thermometer

Children weaving their tangible feelings thermometer

Finished feelings
thermometer weaving
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Appendix E: Student’s Feelings Self-Assessment (Pre and Post Study)
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Appendix F: Parents’ Questionnaire
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Appendix G: Daily Feelings Check-In Calendar
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Appendix H: Behavior Tally Sheet
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Appendix I: Feelings Journal Template

Feeling journal template (first week)

Sample of student’s feeling journal in Week 3
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